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In today’s generation where boy bands, a cappella pop groups and acts like the Three Tenors can all

gather a good crowd, the Beck Center for the Arts’ offering of “Forever Plaid” has an ear-pleasing

place in northeastern Ohio’s performance line up. Running now through October 12, 2014 on the

Mackey Main Stage, Director and Choreographer Martín Céspedes has presented a perfectly Plaid

production.
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Forever Plaid at Beck Center for the Arts - Left to Right: Brian Altman, Shane Patrick O’Neill, Josh Rhett Noble, and
Matthew Ryan Thompson
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Written and originally Directed and Choreographed by

Stuart Ross, with Musical Continuity Supervision and

Arrangements by James Raitt, “Forever Plaid” is a terrific trip

back into the 1950s, featuring musical gems such as “Three

Coins in the Fountain,” “Rags to Riches,” “Love Is A Many

Splendored Thing,” “Perfidia” and more.

The story centers around the antacid-chugging Smudge

(played by Brian Altman), the goofy clown Sparky (played

by Josh Rhett Noble), the crooning asthmatic Frankie

(played by Shane Patrick O’Neill) and the shy, nose-bleeding Jinx (played by Matthew Ryan

Thompson). Known as Forever Plaid, this ill-fated quartet has returned from the afterlife to perform

one last big show on Earth. This is their final chance to put their souls to rest – no matter how long it’s

been since they’ve rehearsed!

The 90-minute production runs without an intermission and features gags and goofs along with

moments of contemplation. Audiences will find it difficult not to chuckle throughout at the mishaps,

slapstick and boyish camaraderie displayed by these well-dressed gentlemen.

Each Plaid has moments to shine. Noteworthy highlights include Altman’s badass bass in “Sixteen

Tons”, Noble’s smooth sound in “Catch a Falling Star”, O’Neill’s lilting lead on “Chain Gang”, and

Thompson’s mousey-to-mighty confidence transformation in “Cry”. Céspedes’ choreography is sharp

with intentional moments of silly to produce a performance that is truly fun to watch.

With Musical Direction by Bryan Bird (Conductor and Pianist), the quartet’s sound is all on-key and on-

cue. The band (filled out by Bill Hart on Percussion and Kevin Aylward on Bass) backs up the boys

with the right amount of volume and support. Sound Designer Carlton Guc sets up a great live

concert feel and Sound Operator Cyrus Taylor gives the group a great mix.

The look of the show captures a jukebox-like essence, as Scenic Designer Aaron Benson’s arch-

inspired set meets with Lighting Designer/Technical Director Joseph Carmola’s appropriate light

scheme. Nice surprises include full-floor fog and a bubble machine. Costume Designer Aimee

Kluiber has the Plaids looking dapper in white jackets with plaid accents for most of the show until

the big “full plaid” reveal at the end.

All in all, “Forever Plaid” is a treat for all ages, as people from the Perry Como crowd to the Glee

groupies will find these four lads to be a harmonic delight.

“Forever Plaid” runs now through October 12, 2014 at the Beck Center for the Arts in Lakewood,

Ohio. For tickets and more information, visit www.beckcenter.org or call 216-521-2540.
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